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Here we go again, another article that has been prompted by the spoken words of Ron
Paul's biggest promoter during his radio show on March 03, 2012. He said a great many
things during that show, some of which deserve their own article, but l'm not going to do it.
I'll just plod along and comment a little bit about DRAMA while including bits and pieces of
those many points that came to my mind as I listened to his show. 

Ron Paul's promoter used the untimely and suspicious death of a man named Andrew
Breitbart, http://www.breitbart.com as a platform to launch into a very dramatic rant that
naturally included himself in the equation. His rant immediately brought to mind the saying
"never let a crisis go to waste". Ron Paul's promoter certainly learned that lesson very well,
just like Rahm Emanuel, former White House Chief of Staff for Obama, says in this short clip
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1yeA_kHHLow
 
or
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http://www.kissyourillusionsgoodbyeevidenceroom.com/videos-page-1-9/Rahm-Emanuel-
You-never-want-a-serious-crisis-to-go-to-waste-107872 

Ron Paul's promoter took that ball and ran it for all it was worth. I have saved a few portions
of that show to give you a flavor of what he spoke about. These combined clips are in
chronological order, but there were many things that he said between the clips that I did not
include. The complete show can be found at his website for people who want to hear it all.
Drama Clips 

So what we have here is a person who takes the suspicious death of someone else and
then throws many of "The Rock Stars of the Alternative News Media" into the mix while
claiming that they are all in danger. Danger is VERY dramatic and gets the attention of many
people. Hollywood knows all about the public's fascination with DANGER and so they turn
out movie after movie after move with all sorts of danger. Notice how long the TV show
"Cops" has been on the air. People just love watching the drama. How many of those same
viewers would turn into watch a show about the clerks at an all night convenience store? Not
much drama there in REAL life unless they are being robbed at that moment. 

Ron Paul's promoter certainly took dramatic license with the unfortunate death of a man and
turned it into how dangerous his job is as he scolds the audience "Listen to me carefully
here, this is important. I'm risking my life to tell you this". 

I just wrote an article yesterday titled "A Hoax Called "Thrive"and I suggested that many of
"The Rock Stars of the Alternative News Media" are not the truth tellers that they portray
themselves to be. That suggestion most certainly includes Ron Paul's promoter. Each
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reader can decide if my suggestion is accurate or not, but for the sake of this article, let's
just say that I am correct. If I am correct, then how much DANGER is Ron Paul's promoter
really in if he works for the New World Order in the capacity of revealing the New World
Order to his listeners? Certainly the New World Order is no threat to him because he is one
of their primary mouthpieces who has been very successful in pretending to fight them while
claiming to be a Christian who never actually speaks about the King James Bible as it
applies to this New World Order. Certainly all of his listeners are no threat to him since they
believe and trust him. So where is the DANGER? How is he risking his life to tell us
anything? But he sure loves the DRAMA and I bet that he had many a listener wrapped up
in his tale of DANGER. 

Does anyone find it odd that Ron Paul's promoter only named some of the well known
people in the "Alternative News Media" when he said that if they start dying or disappearing,
that's when listeners need to be concerned? Why didn't he say the same thing about the
numerous people in every community who are sincere in their efforts to warn and protect
and help their communities while fighting this New World Order? While those thousands or
millions of people may not be known outside of their local communities, they are the true
fighters against the evil beast that is knocking on our doors at this very moment. Those are
the people who are really in danger when things start happening in earnest. I hope that
those people have read my article "What is REAL and What is Imaginary" and that they
have armed themselves as Jesus told His apostles. 

As I was listening to the theatrics of Ron Paul's promoter, I thought about this 1938 radio
show titled "The War of the Worlds". It was very dramatic and fooled many people. 

://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_War_of_the_Worlds_%28radio_drama%29 
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The show can be heard here http://www.archive.org/details/OrsonWellesMrBruns 

If Ron Paul's promoter really wanted to fight the New World Order in an effective and
peaceful manner, why isn't he calling for his listeners to boycott flying for example? If he
really has 10 million daily listeners, that's a lot of people who won't be flying because of the
TSA. That has never happened because he does not want to disrupt the financial world of
the New World Order. What did the traitorous President George Bush say right after 9-11?
He told us all to keep shopping. Yes, thousands of friends and family members died that
day, but Hey, Keep Shopping!!! 

Ron Paul's promoter is not here to help us. He is here to contain us, misdirect us, scare us.
He is not a person who solves problems, he is a person who does nothing but announce
problem after problem after problem. Do YOU feel properly DRAMATIZED yet? 

As always, trust God and trust the King James Bible.
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